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Introduction
This paper proved to make no special or unusual demands on candidates and it allowed
candidates of all abilities to show what they are able to achieve.
There are a number of recurring themes in these reports which some readers may have
come to recognise. For the reasons explained below, pressure group questions, despite their
popularity with candidates, are often not well answered and candidates need to pay especial
attention to what a pressure group question is asking, and how much usable material they
have at their command.
An issue which has been commented on before, but which seemed more of an issue in this
series, was candidates’ use of statistics. In an examination, statistics are invariably used
without attribution and usually without dates, and when examiners see a wide variety of
figures for the same thing, it reinforces the impression that the figures are being plucked
off the top of the candidate’s head. Aside from the few figures which are well known and
recognised eg 50,000 Latinos turning 18 every month in the US, candidates would be best
advised to avoid using them.
The two key qualities of a good answer are knowledge and structure. Candidates have to
show they know something and the answer has to be structured around the demands of
the question. Knowledge needs to be up to date and derived from a variety of sources;
obviously textbooks but as importantly media sources. The first sentence of each paragraph
is critical in creating structure; it has to show the relationship of what is to come both to
what has gone before and to the title. Recognition of these two basic requirements would go
a long way to improve the quality of many candidates’ work.
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Question 1
Candidates adopted a variety of approaches to this question. Some candidates concentrated
on the social policies of the Democratic Party, for example, and made three separate points
out of the party’s positions on abortion, affirmative action and the death penalty. Other
candidates grouped policies like these into one paragraph and then moved on to policies
concerning the economy or foreign affairs. Both approaches could work, if the right level
of detail and analysis was there. Some candidates based their answer around the different
factions of the party and, although rewardable points could be made along the way, it was
not as strong an approach as a direct answer to the question.
A feature of some answers was a comparison with Republican positions for every point
made about the Democrats, which was unnecessary and unrewardable. Many of the best
answers showed how closely candidates are following the news, referring for example to the
recent failure of the Manchin-Toomey amendment as an example both of Democratic values
and an indication of some of the factional, geographical and ideological divisions within the
party.
A minority referred to the evolving nature of Democratic foreign policy, referring for
example to recent debates over the use of drones and President Obama’s commitment to
withdrawing US troops from Afghanistan. Although a purely historical approach could only
receive limited reward, it was certainly rewardable when candidates recognised that, even
over the course of a few years, support for a policy within the party could rise or fall.
A few made the highly rewardable point that less than twenty years after President Clinton
signed the Defense of Marriage Act, President Obama was expressing support for same-sex
marriage.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good answer. Three areas of policy are identified and
discussed: there is some brief recognition of the historical
context, some good use of supporting contemporary evidence
Question
1x_791953_01.png
and there is a consistent attempt to assess the depth of support.
On the debit side, some of the detail is a little vague and the
points about state referendums and Supreme Court decisions on
the third side need to be made more relevant. Nevertheless, it is
a solid Level 3 answer which was awarded 12 marks.
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Examiner Tip

In terms of structure this
is a model short answer no introduction, and three
detailed and clearly separated
paragraphs. A conclusion
rounds the answer off but,
if time was tight, it could be
omitted.

Question 2
Some candidates were clearly well prepared for this question and knew the history from
Nixon-Kennedy onwards. It was important here, as in all the short answers, to address the
key terms of the question, and candidates needed to ensure they offered some assessment
of the debates’ significance. Some plausibly argued that the significance of the debates was
ultimately impossible to quantify and that the identity of the winner of the debates was
quite often the subject of debate itself. In this question more than most, it was difficult for
candidates to answer convincingly without knowledge of the most recent events and the
Obama-Romney debates did feature in many answers. A good number made the reasonable
point that the debates cannot be that significant if, after his strong first debate performance,
Romney still ended up losing. In a minority of cases, there was some confusion with the
primary debates and Rick Perry was mentioned more than once. A less successful approach
adopted by a minority of candidates was to devote a paragraph to the debates and the rest
of their answer to other factors such as Romney’s ‘47%’ remark and ‘hurricane’ Sandy. The
question was asking candidates to assess the significance of the debates and discussion of
other factors was not required.
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Examiner Comments

This is a typical top Level 2 answer. There is an intelligent
engagement with the question and some range of supporting
evidence, but the analysis and detail are just a bit too vague
and unconvincing to make it into Level 3. For example, it
does not seem likely, as the candidate claims on the third
side, that the nominees would need the debates to learn about
their opponent's policies. The figures used on the first side
show the limits of the usefulness of statistics. There was a CNN
poll with the figures the candidate quotes (http://edition.cnn.
com/2012/10/22/politics/debate-mainbar), so they at least
were accurate, but they relate to the final debate and not the
debates as a whole as the candidate states. More significantly,
the poll has a margin of error of +/- 4.5%, and so as evidence,
it is flimsy at best. The answer was awarded 10 marks.

Examiner Tip

Except when a figure is widely known and acknowleged, avoid
using statistics. In an exam it is usually impossible to give
accurate attributions and, as the example from this answer
shows, they are only ever approximate anyway.
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Question 3
Centres have taken on the significance of Latino issues to the race section of this unit and
examiners saw several answers from obviously well prepared candidates. Nearly all were
aware of the trend of demographic projections for the Latino population and were able
to draw out their implications for the parties’ electoral fortunes, the Republican Party in
particular. The concept of Latinos being a 'swing' constituency was also well explained.
Better answers were able to refer to Romney’s ‘self-deportation’ policy and contrasted it
with the more Latino-friendly policies of the Democratic Party.
A small number of candidates also referred to the significance of Marco Rubio’s membership
of the ‘Gang of Eight’, who are working on immigration reform proposals. Other candidates
found it difficult to include ways in which the Latino vote might be considered not to be
significant. A plausible argument made by some was that a sizeable proportion of the
Latino population in the US does not have legal status and, even if immigration reform is
passed, it will be a number of years before they are able to vote. This was another answer
where examiners saw a variety of figures, often wildly different, for the same thing, and the
impression is created that these figures are being manufactured on the spot.
A small number of candidates devoted most of their answer to other significant
Democratic constituencies, for example black Americans and women, and this was largely
unrewardable.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of an answer that just gets into Level
3. There is a good range of knowledge, and it deals
with the ways in which the significance of the Latino
vote could be downplayed better than most. To go any
higher, it would need more detail, for example, on the
first side it could explain exactly how George Bush
targeted Latinos in 2000. The clarity of expression eg
the phrases 'family importance and religious importance'
could be more precise. Nevertheless, a good answer and
it was awarded 11 marks.
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Question 4
Pressure group questions often generate all-purpose answers, and some candidates tended
to ignore the requirement of the question to look at election campaigns as well as pressure
groups. Consequently the usual standards such as lobbying, iron triangles and revolving
doors often appeared, but with little or no attempt to make them relevant. Even where
candidates were well informed, many did not pay sufficient attention to the requirement
to assess the role of pressure groups in elections and only described the different methods
pressure groups typically use. Assessment requires some evaluation of the significance of
these methods in election outcomes. Some better answers made the point, for example,
that the Karl Rove group American Crossroads had spent several hundreds of millions of
dollars in 2012 to little effect.
The notes of further guidance for this topic issued two years ago did say that campaign
finance would no longer be the named topic of 45 mark questions, but it remains an
important part of the elections section of the specification. It was certainly surprising how
vague many candidates were about important detail. A good number wrote about soft
money as if McCain-Feingold had never happened (the soft money provision of the act does
still stand, Citizens United notwithstanding) and very few were aware that SuperPACs are
unable (officially any way) to coordinate with candidates. Generally, the distinction between
pressure groups donating to candidates and running their own independent campaigns was
poorly understood. As is also often the case, many answers drew liberally from AS days,
invariably to little effect.
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Examiner Comments

This is another solid Level 3 answer. There are four
clearly explained points, a good range of relevant
examples and, towards the end of the answer, an
attempt to assess the effectiveness of the various
methods pressure groups use. To move up within
Level 3, the analysis of the examples would need to
be more sustained and detailed, but as it stands it
is worth 12 marks.
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Question 5
Affirmative action questions are always popular with candidates but they are often not
successfully answered. There were two mistakes frequently made in answers to this
question.
Firstly, many candidates spent much or sometimes all of their answer giving examples of
the extent of inequality, often with the aid of unconvincing statistics, rather than explaining
why affirmative action had failed to eliminate these inequalities. It is not hard to see that
evidence of continuing inequality cannot be the cause of that inequality.
Secondly, the focus of the answer was often on criticisms of affirmative action without
relating them to the question, which was asking about causes of failure. A scheme or policy
could be criticised after all, for all sorts of reasons, but still be successful.
Many candidates argued, for example, that affirmative action was unfair because it punished
those with no responsibility for slavery or segregation, but made no attempt to explain
what effect this had had on achieving its goals. Where answers did attempt to engage with
the question, a feature of some answers, which has been commented on before in these
reports, was their anecdotal quality. Candidates would write, for example, that affirmative
action had had the effect of making black students or workers lazy and consequently fail
to reach their potential, with no more evidence apparently than the promptings of their
own intuition. Better answers concentrated mainly or solely on the politics of affirmative
action and there were three good paragraphs to be had from the effects of Supreme Court
decisions such as Bakke, Croson. Adarand and Gratz, the attitudes of the two main political
parties and the extent and effects of recent state referendums.
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Examiner Comments

The strength of this answer is that it tries consistently to engage with
the question. There are a couple of weaknesses; some of the analysis
has the anecdotal quality referred to above, and the unattributed and
undated figure of 86.8% quoted on the second side again illustrates
the point about the usefulness of statistics. There are three clearly
explained points though, and it just gets into the bottom of Level 3 at
11 marks.

Examiner Tip

Always answer the question - it is the most basic and repeated advice,
but it is also the most ignored. Look carefully at the wording of the
question and make sure you keep using its key terms throughout your
answer.
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Question 6
Pressure group questions are an attractive option to many candidates, but they are often
not done particularly well. This question concerned the factors conducive to pressure group
success. It is in the nature of a lot of pressure group activity, successful or otherwise, that
it is often covert and not the subject of media coverage in the same way that the political
parties or elections are. The consequence for candidates is they are more reliant on their
textbooks than in any other area of the specification and pressure group answers very often
lack the detail needed to move up the mark range beyond the middle of Level 2.
The example of the AARP illustrates the point. Many candidates referred to its size (again
a variety of figures were offered) but most then found it difficult to show, except in very
general terms, how the AARP’s 35 million members either had or had not translated into
success.
Many answers became a formulaic recital of the features mentioned in connection with
question 4 ie lobbying, iron triangles and revolving doors. These tend to be reproduced in
every pressure group answer, no matter what the question. There was little of the detail
or feel for the subject that, for example, the best parties' answers convey. Many of the
examples used had a rather tired feel about them and although there are contexts where
Brown v Topeka Board is the best example available, this question is not one of them. The
NRA is the exception and there is a lot of recent material for candidates to draw on. Better
answers made extensive use of the recent defeat of the Manchin-Toomey amendment and
earlier NRA successes. Incidentally, it is not the case that the NRA were instrumental in
getting DC v Heller to the Supreme Court, as many candidates claimed, as they were too
worried that the verdict would go against gun rights.
Some candidates had obviously done some research and referred to the success or
otherwise of very local groups, but this was of limited value as the local context was
unknown and the factors involved any way were too specific to have any broader
application.
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Examiner Comments

The strength of this answer is that it avoids the formulaic
references to revolving doors and iron triangles found in many
pressure group answers. It tries to give specific examples of
influence and how it was achieved. The influence of the AARP
is linked to the voting behaviour of the elderly; the defeat of
Manchin-Toomey is connected to the depth of support for the
NRA; and the influence of AIPAC is illustrated by the attendance
of prominent politicians at its annual conference. Where it
could be improved is in its discussion of the role of money and
specifically campaign finance, and there was a lot of relevant
material from 2012 relating to the role of Super PACs in
particular waiting to be used. It was awarded 31 marks.
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Question 7
As usual, the parties essay question produced the best answers on the paper and the
very best were of really outstanding quality. Anyone who believes that standards are
falling or the standard of education has been reduced ought to spend some time reading
these answers to see what today’s 18 year olds are capable of achieving in 45 minutes in
exam conditions. As well of course, they demonstrate how inspirational teaching is giving
these candidates a genuine enthusiasm and engagement with the subject. The strongest
answers were able to discuss with real authority the effects of the rise of the Tea Party,
the significance of the result of last year’s presidential primary and the extent to which
traditional social conservative issues such as same sex marriage, have lost resonance, less
than 10 years after the state referendums on the issue played a significant role in President
Bush’s re-election in 2004. It is of course the case that nearly all Republicans are both
in varying degrees fiscal and social conservatives, and some Republican politicians were
legitimately described as both. Only a few candidates were able to distinguish between the
populist Tea Party variety of fiscal conservative, represented in the Senate by Rand Paul and
Ted Cruz, and the more traditional big business Wall Street conservatism of Mitt Romney.
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Examiner Comments

This is, in many ways, an impressive answer and by no means
untypical of the higher level answers to this question. There
are real touches of sophistication in the analysis and the
way the candidate links different parts of the argument. The
candidate shows a confident and detailed knowledge of
contemporary politics, right up to the revelations this year
surrounding the IRS and their treatment of the applications of
Tea Party-affiliated groups for tax exempt status. One query
concerns the use of the term 'conservative Republicans' on the
fourth side. Initially it is linked to President George W. Bush,
which suggests that 'compassionate conservative' is intended,
but then Chris Christie is mentioned, to whom this label would
not usually be applied. Nevertheless, a very good answer and it
was awarded 37 marks.

Examiner Tip

Keep up to date with the news - one of the impressive features
of this answer is its knowledge of recent developments in the
Republican Party, most of which cannot be found in textbooks.
Read the US papers online and watch US news channels like
MSNBC and Fox.
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Question 8
An unfortunate aspect of this question, which was generally better than question 6, was that
some candidates spent some or all of their answer discussing - unrewardably - the merits
of the Electoral College. This was surprising as both the nomination process (June 2011)
and the Electoral College (June 2012) have been the subject of recent questions, and the
mark schemes for both make it clear what the relevant terms refer to. The vast majority of
candidates, it would have to be said, did recognise that the question was asking about the
primaries, caucuses and national conventions which select the major parties’ presidential
candidates. Examiners noted that criticisms of the process, in relation to cost, front loading,
lack of peer review and the problems of voting in both primaries and caucuses were usually
stronger than arguments supporting it. As with most topics, there are a number of recurring
misconceptions attached to it, and only a few candidates seemed aware that superdelegates have not succeeded in reversing the popular vote since their introduction in the
1980s. Lack of knowledge of campaign finance regulations was referred to in connection
with question 4 and very few candidates referred to the system of matching funds. Hardly
any candidates seemed to know that it has been almost entirely superseded by selffinancing.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a very good Level 3 answer to
this question. Its strengths are its detailed knowledge
of recent nomination campaigns and the 2012
Republican campaign in particular, and the intelligence
with which this knowledge is used to support an
argument. Only a very few answers referred, for
example, to the lost results from eight Iowa precincts
last year, though it is surprising that the candidate
appears not to have heard of Citizens United. The
answer was awarded 37 marks.

Examiner Tip

Introductions are important and this answer provides a
model which should be copied. It does the two things
an introduction needs to do; setting the context for the
debate over the nomination process and stating clearly
the line of argument the essay is going to pursue.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Make sure you answer the question and keep referring to its key terms in your answer.

•

Avoid using statistics unless these are well known and recognised.

•

Read widely and use media sources to supplement your textbooks.

•

Remember the importance of introductions and conclusions in long answers.

•

Make connections in the first sentence of each paragraph.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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